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New Process Makes 
Amorphous Metals 
More Ductile 
Utilities Could Save Energy, Dollars 

Energy worth millions of dollars never 
makes it from the power plant to the con
sumer. Instead, it's eaten up by the electri-
cal transformers commonly located near 
households, on utility pôles, or on trans
mission Unes. 

James CM. Li, a University of Rochester 
professor, has discovered a way to over-
come the manufacturing difficulties associ-
ated with amorphous metals, which can 
eut the energy loss in those transformers 
by two-thirds. Li, Albert Arendt Hopeman 
Professor of Engineering, recently pat-
ented a process to make the metals much 
more ductile and consequently less expen
sive to manufacture. 

In a transformer, the magnetic properties 
of the core material are used to vary the 
voltage and current. The easier the core 
material is to magnetize, the less power is 
required to vary the voltage and the less 
expensive the transformer is to operate. 

Some amorphous metals (such as those 
consisting of a mixture of iron, boron, and 

silicon) are more easily magnetized than 
any known material and are idéal candi
dates for use in transformers. Distribution 
transformers with an amorphous core typ-
ically require 65-70% less energy than con-
ventional core materials such as silicon 
steel, according to Ben Damsky, senior pro-
ject manager at the Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI) in Palo Alto, California. 

Despite the energy savings, only 3-4% 
of the 1 million transformers shipped to 
U.S. utilities by EPRI during the past year 
had amorphous cores because amorphous 
cores typically cost about 30% more than 
conventional ones. 

The higher price is due mainly to manu
facturing difficulties related to the brittle-
ness of amorphous materials. Heating 
thèse materials in a furnace improves their 
magnetic properties, but makes them 
nearly as brittle as glass. The materials are 
difficult to eut, shape, or even ship, since 
an amorphous core typicaUy consists of a 
few thousand closely packed layers of 
thèse metals, each about one-thousandth 
of an inch thick. 

Instead of heating the metals in a fur
nace, Li heats them with a pulsed high cur
rent (approximately 1,000 A/cm2) for 

anywhere from 1 second to 2 minutes, 
with a puise duration ranging from one-
biUionth to one-tenth of a second. The 
method is faster, and the resulting materi
als are much less brittle. 

An amorphous-core transformer re-
quires about $20 less in energy each year to 
perform the same function as other trans
formers. According to Damsky, utiUties put 
into service about one miUion new trans
formers each year; each transformer has a 
lifetime of approximately 30 years. If Li's 
work makes the price of an amorphous 
core compétitive with traditional materials, 
the energy savings wiU be substantial. 

The ductile amorphous materials could 
also be used in security Systems for depart-
ment stores, where amorphous metals are 
now sometimes used, and in Ubraries, 
where thin magnetic métal strips prevent 
readers from secretly removing books. 

Before this latest discovery, Li had made 
fundamental contributions to many areas 
of materials science and is credited with 
making amorphous metals widely availa-
ble for commercial use. His current work 
was sponsored by China Steel Corpora
tion, which also holds the U.S. patent 
(4,950,337). 

Li recently received the 1990 Acta Metal-
lurgica Gold Medal, awarded by Acta Me-
tallurgica Inc. Li is a Féllow of ASM 
International, the American Physical Soci
ety, and The Minerai, Metals & Materials 
Society, and is a member of the Materials 
Research Society. 

Chalcogenide Glass 
Fiber Research Targets 
Laser Surgery 

Alfred University's New York State Col
lège of Ceramics wiU use a $150,000 glass 
fiber drawing tower donated by General 
Electric's Lighting Business Group to con-
duct research into the potential use of chal
cogenide glasses to transmit mid-infrared 
wavelength laser beams during micro-
surgery. Chalcogenide glasses are made by 
melting sélénium, germanium, and anti-
mony instead of the more usual silica. 
Arun Varshneya, professor of glass science 
and engineering at the university, wiU con-
duct the research along with WiUiam La-
Course, professor of glass science, and 
Alexis Clare, assistant professor of glass 
science. 

While médical experts say they could 
greatly benefit from the use of such laser 
power, particularly for procédures like re-
moval of cardiovascular plaque, no suitable 
material is currently available to transmit 
the longer wavelengths, says Varshneya. 
The Alfred University researchers believe 
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FEI boit-on electrostatic focusing 
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cathode operating environment for the emerg-
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émission SEMs. 

Since 1971, FEI field émission 
électron gun and cathode compo-
nents hâve provided dramatic beam 
performance improvements both to 
individual technologists and com
mercial instrument manufacturers 
who require nanometer diameter 
électron beams. Our électron optical 
designers and applications engineers 
hâve extensive expérience supplying 
field émission technology for a diverse 
range of measurement and fabrica
tion applications. Whether you are 
building a research instrument or 
acquiring commercial SEM, Auger 
or E-beam lithography equipment, 
discover how FEI can make field 
émission work for you. 
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the chalcogenide glasses, in fiber form, 
hâve the potential to do that. 

Conventional glasses used to make fi
bers for laser transmission can carry wave-
lengths up to 4.5 ^m. This wavelength is 
adéquate to remove cataracts, for example, 
but not for invasive procédures such as the 
removal of plaque from artery walls be-
cause the beam is absorbed by too much of 
the surrounding tissue. 

Some researchers are investigating the 
use of hollow métal fibers or exotic crystal 
fibers to transmit the mid-infrared wave
length laser beams, says Varshneya, but 
each has problems. The hollow métal fi
bers, for example, do not bend easily, so 
they are difficult to use in délicate procé
dures, and the crystal fibers are "not very 
reliable and damage easily." 

Glass fibers made from chalcogenide 
glasses are the answer, predicts Varshneya 
and his co-researchers. They hâve formed 
a partnership with Wolf Seka from the La
ser Energetics Laboratory at the University 
of Rochester, and with Raymond Lanza-
fame, assistant professor and director of 
the laser center at Rochester General Hos-
pital. 

"We're proposing an interdisciplinary ef
fort, combining the materials science skills 
of the Alfred University researchers with 

the laser and surgical expertise of the Roch
ester scientists, to explore the use of the 
chalcogenide glass fibers in laser surgery," 
said Varshneya. 

ASM International Honors 
Bravman for Materials 
Science Teaching 

John C. Bravman, assistant professor of 
materials science and engineering at Stan
ford University, was named the 1991 récipi
ent of ASM International's Bradley 
Stoughton Award for Young Teachers. The 
citation carries the words "For enthusiasm 
and dedication in the teaching of materials 
science and for inspiring students by ex
ample." The award was established in 1952 
in memory of Bradley Stoughton, an out-
standing teacher of metallurgy who served 
as président of ASM in 1942. 

Bravman, who joined the Stanford fac-
ulty in 1985, received ail his university édu
cation at Stanford, completing a BS degree 
in 1979 and a PhD in 1984. Bravman 
teaches both undergraduate and graduate 
level courses in materials science and engi
neering, and with his graduate students 
conducts research on semiconductor and 
superconductor materials. 

Bravman has already received several 

honors for his work with students both in 
and out of the lecture hall. In 1988 he was 
selected by the Stanford Chapter of the So
ciety of Black Scientists and Engineers to 
receive their Excellence in Teaching Award. 
He was designated a récipient of the Walter 
J. Gores Award, Stanford's highest honor 
for teaching, at the 1989 commencement 
cérémonies. This past June he was pre-
sented the 1990 Tau Beta Pi Award for Ex
cellence in Undergraduate Teaching in the 
School of Engineering at Stanford. In 1987 
he was given the Distinguished Adviser 
Award in the School of Engineering. 

Bravman served as an MRS symposium 
organizer in 1987 and 1988 and as meeting 
chair in 1990. In January 1991, he will begin 
a three-year term as an MRS councillor. 

Turnbull to Receive 
Bruce Chalmers Award 

David Turnbull, McKay Professor of Ap
plied Physics, Emeritus, at Harvard Uni
versity, was named to receive The 
Minerais, Metals & Materials Society's 
(TMS) 1991 Bruce Chalmers Award, which 
is given for outstanding contributions to 
the field of solidification science. 

Turnbull received his BS from Mon-
mouth Collège and his PhD in physical 
chemistry from the University of minois. 
Since his career began in 1939 as a member 
of the faculty of the Case Institute of Tech
nology, Turnbull has also served as re
search scientist at the General Electric 
Research Laboratory as well as on the fac
ulty of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He 
also spent one year on leave to the Cavend-
ish Laboratory at Cambridge University. In 
1962 he assumed his présent position at 
Harvard. 

Turnbull is co-editor of Solid State Physics 
and has received many honors and awards 
for his contributions to the fields of nuclea-
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Rapid Thermal Processing - LPCVD 
The new modular RX Series, lets you configure precisely the system you need to perform or 
develop virtually any application demanding a thermal process - from the most basic anneal
ing process to the most complex LPCVD environment. Ask for the price, you will be surprisedl 

The RX series for RTP. 
The RX is a fully automated integrated 
processor featuring: 

• Fast heating rates with ramp-up rates 
up to 400*C/sec and fast cooling rate 
to get abrupt junctions with a unique 
cooling system 

• Temperature uniformity computer control
led in real time, with muKizone furnace. 

• Cleanliness with a quartz chamber 
designed for medium or high vacuum 
options with automatic vacuum cycles 
and pressure programming. 

• Gas control/mixing. 
• Unique graphics software. The en

vironment is entirely computer control
led, including complete process data 
storage and retreival, hardware calibra
tions and maintenance. 

The RX series for LPCVD. 
With its many years of experience 
in Rapid Thermal Processing, AET 
Addax has developed proprietary 
features for LPCVD, and has ad
dressed major concerns regarding 
the application of RTP to LPCVD 

• The ultra high vacuum (10-9 torr) 
quartz chamber offers an extremely 
clean environment to generate ultra 
pure films. 

• The combination of a very small volume 
processing chamber and fast gas 
switching system produces a low 
memory effect for sharp transitions. 

• The advanced cooling system provides 
"cold wall quartz" capabilities. A specHc 
module is available for installation on 
UHV stainless steel chambers. 

• Removable chamber for cleaning or to 
avoid cross contamination between 
processes. 

• Safety features with interlocks, leak tight 
double enclosure for toxic gases, auto
matic reset procedures. 

d& addax RX • • 
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tion and growth of crystals, diffusion in 
solids and liquids, solid state reactions, 
nature of the glassy state, and thermionic 
émission. Turnbull received the Materials 
Research Society Von Hippie Award in 
1979. 

Ben Franklin Grant Supports 
High Tc Superconductor 
Research 

The Kurt J. Lesker Company (KJLC) was 
awarded a grant from the Ben Franklin 
Technology Center to develop a process for 
making large-area, highly oriented, high-
quality Y-Ba-Cu-0 thin film high TC super-
conductors. The total project, valued at 
approximately $300,000, will last one year 
and involve researchers from KJLC and 
Carnegie Mellon University. 

The best available thin film déposition 
techniques—magnetron sputtering and la
ser ablation—hâve restricted substrate 
sizes for manufacturing purposes. "Even 
preferred substrate materials such as Sr-
Ti03 and LaA103 are limited to a l-inch 
diameter," says Michèle Migliuolo, director 
of research and development at KJLC. 
"Our aim with the grant funds," he ex-
plained, "is to extend the technology to 
cover 3-inch diameters on commercially 

significant wafer materials such as Si, 
MgO, Zr02, and A1203." 

Using KJLC sputter guns and laser abla
tion sources, various groups hâve pro-
duced state-of-the-technology YBCO thin 
films with a l-inch diameter coverage on 
every substrate mentioned above. AH 
show transition températures above 90 K 
with transition widths (10-90%) less than 1 
K and c-axis preferred orientations. 

Batstone to be Awarded 
Hardy Gold Medal 

Joanna L. Batstone, who works in the 
Materials Science Department at IBM's T.J. 
Watson Research Center, was recently 
named to receive The Minerais, Metals & 
Materials Society's (TMS) 1991 Robert 
Lansing Hardy Gold Medal Award. The 
award is presented to an individual under 
the âge of 30 who shows outstanding 
promise of a successful career. 

Batstone, a member of the Materials Re
search Society, received a BSc degree in 
chemical physics and a PhD in physics 
from the University of Bristol in England. 
Before joining IBM she was engaged in 
postdoctoral work at AT&T Bell Laborato
ries in Murray Hill, New Jersey. 

Batstone's research interests center 
around the structural and electronic prop-

erties of defects in semiconductors and epi-
taxial thin films, using the techniques of 
cathodoluminescence and high-resolution 
électron microscopy. Her investigations 
hâve included identifying optically active 
dislocations in II-VI semiconductors and 
determining atomic structures at métal/ 
semiconductor and insulator/semicon-
ductor interfaces. 

Aerogels and Plastics Make 
Solid-State Radioluminescent 
Lights 

Researchers at Sandia National Labora
tories hâve used aerogels and plastics to 
make novel solid-state radioluminescent 
(RL) light sources. The glowing pièces of 
plastic or aerogel, or hybrid thin films, re-
quire no electrical power supply, can be 
made in various sizes and shapes, and can 
produce almost any desired color. 

The solid-state technology, still not to-
tally developed, promises brighter light, 
more safety and stability, and more adapt
able shapes and sizes than current com
mercially available tritium-based RL lights, 
say the researchers. They hâve speculated 
on applications ranging from airport or 
emergency lighting to uses in optical Com
puting and photonics and as long-term 
power sources in space. 

Commercially available tritium-based 
RL lights—glass tubes coated on the inside 
with an inorganic phosphor, filled with ra
dioactive tritium gas, and sealed—are 
breakable and their brightness is limited by 
self-atténuation and opaqueness. 
Inorganic Aerogel RL Lights 

With the possibility of being made 10 
times brighter than standard gas-filled RL 
lights, the solid-state inorganic lights made 
at Sandia are considered good power 
source candidates. The basic idea, says re-
searcher Robert J. Walko, is to surround a 
very bright RL light with a photovoltaic 
light converter to make electricity. The 
bright light has been demonstrated, says 
Walko, and the engineering team has de
veloped several processes and composi
tions for making the devices. 

To make the inorganic lights, a phosphor 
such as zinc sulfide is dispersed in an aero
gel, which is 90-95% open space. Tritium 
gas incorporated into the aerogel becomes 
chemically bonded to the aerogel matrix. 
Beta particles given off during tritium de-
cay strike the phosphor particles, exciting 
them and causing them to émit light. Be-
cause the phosphor particles are highly 
dispersed and the aerogel is very transpar
ent, a large fraction of the light escapes. 
Phosphors can be chosen to produce dif
férent colors of light. 

Whickham Ion Beam Systems Ltd 

Whickham Ion Beam 
Systems is a world recognised 
supplier of ion implantation 
equipment and Systems for 
new materials research and 
specialised production 
applications. 

The company's range of ion 
implanters is based on the ail 
species Whickham/ Freeman 
Ion Source. 

For research and 
development and specialised 
production applications, 
Whickham produces the 
versatile 200 keV Heavy Ion 
Accelerator. 

This provides the key 
module for ion implantation 
Systems for semi-conductor and 
other new materials 

programmes. Whickham is 
a member company of 
Darchem Automation, part 
of the Darlington based 
Darchem Group. 

Whickham Ion Beam 
Systems Ltd 
Salters Lane, Sedgefield, 
Stockton on Tees, Cleveland 
TS21 3EB. Tel: (0740) 22333 
Fax:(0740)22327 

USA/Canada Agent: 
Peabody Scientif ic, PO Box 2009, 
Peabody, Massachusetts, 
USA 01960 
Tel: 0101 
508 535 0444 
Fax: 0101 
508 535 5827 D A R C H E M 
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The researchers (Walko, S.T. Reed, C.S. 
Ashley, and C.J. Brinker) say they can 
achieve tritium densities up to 17 times 
greater than for tritium gas under normal 
atmospheric température and pressure. 
This helps accounts for the brightness of 
the light. Also, no appréciable radiation is 
emitted because it is attenuated within the 
aerogel matrix after traveling only micro-
scopic distances. 

Organic RL Lights 
Another team of researchers (CL. Ren-

schler, R.L. Clough, T.J. Shepodd, andj. 
Gill) has made a completely organic, opti-
cally clear RL light with tritium bound into 
a transparent plastic matrix. 

An organic molécule, DEB (p-
di[phenylethynyl]benzene) is tritiated 
with the aid of a catalyst. The process al-
lows up to eight atoms of tritium to chemi-
cally bond into each DEB molécule. The 
tritiated DEB is dissolved in optically clear 
styrène. Organic dyes are also dissolved in 
the plastic. 

Beta particle excitation of électrons in the 
polystyrène molécules does not produce 
visible light, but the dyes dissolved in the 
plastic red-shift the energy jn steps until 
the emitted light is the desired wave-
length. Orange and blue lights hâve been 
produced this way. 

Tritium is bound even more tightly into 
the organic solid than into the aerogel mé
dium, enhancing the safety of the organic 
lights. "You could put a bullet through 
them and only the bullet hole itself would 
go dark," says Renschler. However, the nar
rent organic versions discolor over time be
cause of the effects of the beta radiation. 
They lose much of their efficiency and may 
prove best for shorter term uses. 

Hybrid Versions 
An organic/inorganic hybrid System in 

thin-film form combines the brightness of 
a zinc sulfide phosphor with the safety of 
tritium-loaded organic materials. The thin-
film light is produced by dissolving triti
ated DEB in ethylbenzene, mixing it with 
copper-doped ZnS, and pressing the ma-
terial between a mirrored surface and a 
glass cover. 

The researchers caution that they are still 
in the developmental stage and still investi-
gating ail three types of RL lights, the or
ganic, inorganic, and hybrid. The work at 
Sandia is being done with the collabora
tion of researchers at other laboratories: 
H.M. Smith at Allied-Signal Kansas City 
Division, J. Gill and R. Ellefson at EG&G 
Mound Applied Technologies, L. Léonard 
of the RL program at Department of En
ergy Headquarters, and A. Tompkins for-
merly of Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
Patent disclosures hâve been filed for ail 
three technologies. 

ATM Announces Diamond 
Photoconductive Switch 
Contract 

Advanced Technology Materials, Inc. 
(ATM) of New Milford, Connecticut was 
recently awarded a $500,000 contract from 
the Stratégie Défense Command in Hunts-
ville, Alabama to design and demonstrate 
a high-power microwave source. A photo
conductive switch fabricated from a dia
mond semiconductor base will be used to 
generate the microwaves. The two-year 
program targets the fabrication of a micro
wave power source from single-crystal dia
mond prepared by chemical vapor 
déposition (CVD). 

Diamond is the idéal candidate for high 
power semiconductor and photoconduc
tive applications. Diamond has dark resis-
tivities in excess of 10'3 Q-cm, and its room 
température thermal conductivity can be 
up to five times that of copper, permitting 
rapid dissipation of heat so that dark cur-
rent and thermal runaway effects are negli-
gible. The électron and hole mobilities of 
diamond are nearly equal at 1,900 and 

1,600 cnvWs, respectively, and the satu-
rated carrier drift velocity is larger than ei-
ther Si, GaAs, or InP. Diamond also has 
significantly larger dielectric breakdown 
strength than either GaAs or InP. 

The basic diamond photoconductive 
power switch is simple in concept. Optical 
energy from a laser ( X = tym) is used to 
rapidly switch the bulk diamond semicon
ductor from an insulating to a conducting 
state. In principle, for diamond semicon-
ductors, voltages greater than 100 kV cm 
and current densities about 100 kA/cm2 can 
be controlled over subnanosecond times. 
Overall power densities in excess of 10 
GW/cm3 may be possible. Large peak 
power densities ~6 GW/cm3 hâve been 
switched using laser-activated silicon 
switches, but thermal runaway effects 
hâve prevented switching of such high 
power densities at high répétition rates. 
One of the major obstacles to the success-
ful application of photoconductive power 
switches has been the inability of GaAs-
based devices to switch high voltages and 
currents at répétition rates greater than 10-
1,000 Hz. 

INTR0DUCING THE 

STM-100 
A NEW STANDARD FOR THIN FILM 
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• Highest Accui 
• RS-232/SEMISECS-II Interface Standard 
• Optional IEEE-488 Interface 
• Advanced Design/Low Maintenance Sensing Head 
• Industry Standard 6 MHz Sensing Crystal 
• Remote Inputs/Relay System Interface Standard 
• 2 Year Warranty 

The STM-100 sets new price and performance standards 
for quartz crystal monitors. 
For more detailed information call Sycon today. 

6757 Kinne Street 
East Syracuse, NY 13057 

Phone (315) 463-5297 
Fax (315) 463-5298 
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